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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an 
agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States 
Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, 
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability 
or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference 
herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by 
trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or 
favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The 
views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily 
state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency 
thereof.
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Title: Aircraft Requirements
Lecturer: George Knopf of HEPA 
Notes t>y: H. G. St ever 
Place: Oai Ridge during visit

"by Lexington Project 
Date: June 3; 19^8

Summary: Nuclear Aircraft must be 
able to outperform conventionally 
powered vehicles. Performance char
acteristics of nuclear and chemically 
powered aircraft are compared.

Mr. Knopf reviewed the limitations in performance of chemically 
fueled aircraft. These limitations are readily shown on a graph plotting 
velocity against range. The performance desired by the Air Force is rep
resented by a point at about 12,000 miles range and at least 550 miles per 
hour speed. If one plots — using a parameter of gross weight of aircraft 
— the velocity versus range of any given conventionally powered aircraft, 
one gets curves as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1.
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As the gross weight is increased, the curve is shifted toward higher 
ordinates and abscissas, as shown. However, with aircraft employing gross 
weights which Eire practical from the construction standpoint, it is im
possible to approach closely to the desired performance point.

An illustrative graph to compare nuclear-propelled aircraft and 
chemically powered aircraft is that shown in Figure 2. It is a plot of 
gross weight versus range (. It is shown that the nuclear-powered aircraft 
have practically limitless range for a given gross weight. The range is 
not a function of velocity, as it is in the case of a chemicEilly fueled 
aircraft, as shown in the diagram. As the velocity of a chemically pro
pelled aircraft is increased the range capabilities are decreased if the 
gross weight is held constant.

It is possible also to mate a velocity versus gross weight plot which
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is just a cross plot of Figures 1 and 2, 
Figure 2.
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A typical figure for a currently desired performance is a 5500-mile 
radius of action at about 600 or 650 miles per hour. Typical performances 
of current bombers employing conventional power are: a 3500-mile radius, 
of action at 260 m.p.h.; or a 2200-mile radius of action at 460 m.p.h.
In the future it is expected that these performances will improve, but 
they will not reach the desired performance by a considerable margin. It 
is worth noting that a 5000-mile radius of action means something like a 
13,500-mile range.

There are three general factors of importance in aircraft performance. 
The first factor is the ratio of lift to drag. This is a measure of the 
aerodynamic cleanness of the aircraft. It is not a constant for a given 
aircraft, since it varies with angle of attack, but the maximum value can 
be considered a constant. It is an important parameter because It indicates 
the amount of weight of aircraft that is allowed for a given thrust, '
Figure 3 shows a plot of the maximum lift-drag ratio as a function of Mach 
nuBiber.
Figure 3.
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It is seen that the typical value of about 16 for subsonic speeds is 
possible, but this drops off rapidly as the speed approaches that'of 
sound. For supersonic speeds the maxmcan lift-drag" ratio is in the region 
of 4 or 5* It is expected that the maximum, lift-drag ratio" will increase 
with improvements in aircraft design. Perhaps a maximum lift-drag ratio 
of 25 will be obtained for subsonic aircraft and of 9 or 10 for supersonic 
aircraft.

The second important parameter(in determining aircraft performance!is 
that of the specific fuel consumption, expressed often as pounds of fuel 
per thrust horsepower. This parameter is Important In considering chem
ically fueled aircraft, but not of importance in considering nuclear-powered 
aircraft, since the weight of fuel consumed is negligible.

The third important parameter of aircraft performance is the ratio of 
gross weight to structural weight of the aircraft. This determines the 
amount of disposable load which the aircraft can carry.

It was noted that nuclear-powered aircraft can fly at low altitudes 
where the drags are high without sacrificing specific fuel consumption as 
does a chemically fueled aircraft. This would give a nuclear-powered air
craft some tactical advantage by permitting it to fly where radar detection 
is most difficult.

It should be pointed out that supersonic, piloted, chemically fueled 
aircraft have not been designed at the present time. The only available 
supersonic aircraft are simple test planes like the XS-1.

The HEPA Project has carried out many aircraft analyses on both sub
sonic piloted bombers and supersonic pilotless aircraft. It is realized 
that these analyses are not the primary task of the HEPA Project. The 
primary task is that of developing an aircraft nuclear power plant. How
ever, it is important to carry out the aircraft analyses in order to focus 
the nuclear-power studies on the practical problems of aircraft power plants

In the questioning period which followed Mr. Knopf's presentation. 
Professor Soderberg pointed out that at the present time it Is not known 
where the nuclear power plant performance falls when plotted on a graph 
of weight of power plant per pound of thrust versus range, as Shown in 
Figure 4. The curves for internal combustion engines and jet engines are 
shown in this plot. It is to be noted that the nuclear power plant curve 
will be a straight horizontal line. The question is at which ordinate this 
line will fall.

General T. A. Sims of HEPA drew a curve of gross weight versus range, 
shown in Figure 5. He spotted the ordinates and abscissas as shown. It 
is Important to note that the future improvements of L/D, specific fuel 
consumption, etc., will shift the abscissas of the chemically fueled planes 
to slightly higher values, but none of them will approach the desired 
design points for nuclear-powered aircraft. HEPA thinks that a nuclear- 
powered aircraft can be designed for a 55Q m.p.h. speed with unlimited 
range for a gross weight of 300,000 pounds. This is the gross weight of
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the B-36 bomber which has only a 9000-mile range, at 300 m.p.h. speed. 
Figure 4.
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